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Oxfam research has highlighted that women working in global supply chains face hidden barriers to working their way out of poverty. This briefing shares Oxfam’s insights, based on interviews with 26 experts, on the subject of what works for women to represent themselves effectively and how these hidden barriers can be overcome.

Women’s concerns and ideas tend not to be heard either by the managers of their companies or by the brands buying the goods or services. If women believe that no one will listen and nothing can be done, the conversation needed to unlock their potential is closed down. This can have serious implications. For example, if a food worker fears the consequences of taking a day off due to illness, she might work on a food production line while ill.

In the time of coronavirus, such risks become everybody’s business – and the need to address them has never been more urgent. Yet experts were unanimous that gender equality is not only a human right but is also good for business; and that treating all workers ‘equally’ in a world where women do not have equal power risks perpetuating hidden inequality.

Oxfam has reflected on what the experts told us. Put together with what we have learned from engaging with food and garment companies and research into their supply chains, this briefing outlines seven areas of good practice for companies with global supply chains to consider as they plan for a just recovery from the pandemic. These are: earning workers’ trust; establishing good-quality dialogue and a variety of grievance channels; taking proactive steps to prevent retaliation and violence against women; senior management committing to achieving gender equality and reflecting this in performance incentives; ensuring fair, transparent and gender-aware recruitment and promotion; collecting disaggregated data, sharing learning and applying it in practice; and taking measures to provide secure, flexible work.
1 INTRODUCTION

Oxfam works to end poverty and injustice. Part of Oxfam’s work towards genuine, lasting change, is working alongside others to identify commercially viable ways of doing business that enable waged workers and small-scale farmers to work their way out of poverty. Our research has highlighted that women working in global supply chains face hidden barriers to working their way out of poverty. One of these is that their concerns and ideas tend not to be heard or responded to by management and are overlooked by the brands or retailers that buy the goods or services. For women in insecure or unpredictable work, the intersection of multiple barriers to accessing decent work or progressing into higher-paid jobs can seem insurmountable. If women believe that no one will listen to their perspectives and nothing can be done to improve ways of working, the conversations needed to unlock their potential never take place. This can have serious implications.

For example, experts reported that it was common for women workers to think that if they challenge current working practices, they may lose their jobs. Oxfam researchers have also heard from women working on food factory lines: some gave accounts of wetting themselves because they were too afraid to ask to go to the toilet; others were sure they could improve production and reduce wastage, but didn’t speak up due to fear of repercussions. Women’s perceptions matter, whether or not they are accurate, because they determine their behaviour. When women work in global supply chains, such perspectives can become everybody’s business – affecting the quality and price of goods and services bought by the consumer, and putting the reputations of brands and retailers at risk.

Most experts said that they had yet to come across effective ways for women in the lowest-paid and most precarious roles to represent themselves. They emphasized how crucial it is to understand the barriers, since solutions based on that understanding have more chance of success.

According to International Labour Organization (ILO) findings, in 2019, across 80% of waged employees worldwide, on average women earn 20% less than men; and in sectors with a predominantly female workforce, wages are on average 14.7% lower than in sectors with a predominantly male workforce. Globally, women carry out three times more unpaid care work at home than men. One in three women are affected by gender-based violence, which becomes a particular risk in workplaces where women work under the supervision of men. Since 2019, domestic violence and harassment have been formally recognized as workplace issues in international law. These facts reflect endemic hidden discrimination against women. Globally, women typically work harder than men to access paid work and progress into higher-paid jobs. Achieving greater equality requires transforming attitudes, practices and daily decision making across business and supply chain operations.
WHY GENDER EQUALITY IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS

The experts Oxfam interviewed were unanimous that women not only have a right to be treated fairly at work, but also that gender equality is good for business. For example, the McKinsey Global Institute found that redistributing unpaid care work between women and men could boost the economy by 26% of global GDP ($256 trillion), and that: ‘companies in the top quartile of gender diversity were 15 percent more likely to have financial returns that were above their national industry median’. 12 When the car seat manufacturer Martur offered childcare benefits, staff turnover reduced by 15%, reducing recruitment and training costs.13

There is also evidence that consumers want the brands they buy to ‘do the right thing’;15 that consumers, particularly millennials, will pay more for products they trust to be more sustainable;16 and that during the coronavirus pandemic, the trend of companies with a social purpose finding it easier to attract and retain the best talent has been strengthened.17

In 2015, a United Nations agreement defined 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to end poverty, fight inequality and tackle climate change by 2030.18 The fifth goal is to achieve gender equality and empower women and girls.19 The private sector was framed as central to delivering the SDGs, and Oxfam has outlined what companies can do to help deliver the goals. This includes implementing the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), for example by carrying out human rights due diligence to understand where their business has most impact (positive or negative), and aligning their business decisions with promoting human rights, and gender equality in particular. Companies can also be transparent about their impact and what they do to achieve it. This is a key objective of Oxfam’s Behind the Barcodes campaign, which scrutinizes the policies and practices of powerful food retailers.20 Figure 1 shows that companies are not necessarily making the link between their (positive and negative) human rights impacts and how they will contribute to achieving the SDGs.
In recognition of the lack of progress towards gender equality, in 2019 the UNGPs were updated to strengthen their gender dimensions. For instance, the text of one principle was changed from: ‘business enterprises should respect human rights’ to ‘business enterprises should contribute to achieving substantive gender equality and avoid exacerbating or reproducing existing discrimination against women throughout their operations’. The social auditing industry is responding to this change; for example, the SEDEX ethical audit methodology now integrates gendered data tools, with the view that what gets measured gets managed.

2 PRACTICAL STEPS COMPANIES CAN TAKE

1. EARN WORKERS’ TRUST

Experts reported that women are more likely to speak openly about their experiences when managers make it clear that they hear and value their concerns and ideas. Women are also more likely to speak out (despite fear of repercussions) if they have reason to believe that something will be done to resolve the issue raised. The simple practice of managers reporting back, face to face, on the actions they take after hearing concerns and ideas goes a long way towards building trust and opening channels for meaningful dialogue.
One lesson learned was that workers’ perceptions matter, whether or not they are well founded. For example, if a food worker believes she will be sacked for missing work, she will go to work ill, putting other workers and food safety at risk. There is also evidence that when women feel safe speaking up, they reveal risks and opportunities that companies really need to hear. Nike’s experience (below) is a case in point.

**Box 1: Nike ‘relief teams’ lead to cost savings and increased production**

Nike supported an Indonesian supplier to create women-only safe spaces to address productivity issues and worker wellbeing. Through these spaces, Nike identified that a root cause of high rates of absenteeism in women was staying home to look after sick children. Since women were not entitled to leave to look after dependants, many would call in to say that they themselves were sick, to avoid losing their job.

In response, the factory set up a multi-skilled ‘relief team’ and enabled women to call in to say they could not come to work, without having to give a reason why. They would be replaced for the day by someone in the relief team, with no repercussions.

The result was less disruption to production lines and an increase in productivity which was greater than the cost of the relief team.

Workers reported reduced stress because managers’ attitudes towards them had improved; there was less shouting, less condescension and more two-way dialogue. Women were relieved that they no longer had to lie about their absence and could take days off to look after their children without being fired.

The safe space approach identified all sorts of challenges and solutions, including discrimination and harassment, which compliance approaches had failed to identify or address. During the piloting, safe spaces achieved:

- cost savings
- reduced risk of production disruptions
- a 19% increase in production
- a 7% improvement in quality
- workers felt 22% more valued.

Reflecting on the experience, one senior manager said: ‘I never realized workers had such good ideas.’

2. ESTABLISH GOOD-QUALITY DIALOGUE AND A VARIETY OF GRIEVANCE CHANNELS

The word ‘grievance’ is often associated with a formal process, but a theme emerging from the discussions with experts was that informal dialogue in safe spaces, ideally with support from the communities where workers live, was more effective in enabling women to be heard. This approach draws out women’s priorities and builds their confidence to
speak up in front of male workers and management. But investing in the quality of these safe spaces is crucial.

Criteria for processes to achieve good-quality safe spaces include ensuring:

- Explicit prior assurance that there will be no negative repercussions for workers exercising their right to freely associate and collectively bargain.
- Processes are genuinely free for women to participate in (e.g. during working hours and without losing income).
- Meetings are confidential and independent from management; they may benefit from external facilitation and/or skills training in the early stages.
- Women are free to decide their own priorities (including raising a concern even if they have no solution to offer) and to elect their own representatives.
- Elected representatives are listened to by management and responded to in meaningful, respectful and timely ways, until women confirm that the issues raised are resolved.
- Participants have access to expert independent advice and solidarity with women in other contexts.
- Support to achieve women’s equality from the community in which they live.

A recurring theme among experts was the importance of not allowing corners to be cut.

Fair Wear Foundation trained (mainly male) supervisors in a garment company how to be effective supervisors without using violence or harassment and combined that with training women workers in technical and soft skills. Results to date include:

- Before the project, 80% of the participating factories reported workplace harassment. After the project, this was 60%.
- 77% of participating factories promoted women to supervisor and assistant supervisor roles after completing the training;
- 100% of participating suppliers reported reduced mistakes in the workplace;
- 75% reported reduced absenteeism.\(^{26}\)

However, when the course materials were made free to access, companies typically cut corners in course delivery and the intended outcomes were not achieved. The lesson learned was to start small, focus on a high-quality process to build trust and demonstrate impact, then apply lessons learned when scaling up the approach. When female supervisors in the garment sector were trained to create facilitated safe spaces for women as part of the ILO/International Finance Corporation’s Better Work programme, there was a \textbf{22% increase in productivity}.\(^{27}\)

As a senior supplier manager in a global supply chain recently told Oxfam: ‘\textit{In my experience, if you do the right thing, the money follows.}’
Over the last 150 years, the main solution available to disempowered workers has been collective organization through trade unions. Oxfam recently highlighted that the good practice of trade unions in Brazil has contributed to greater equality for women workers in Brazil.\textsuperscript{28} It is therefore a matter of concern that trade union membership remains low or continues to fall across nearly all countries worldwide,\textsuperscript{29} and that experts reported that trade unions are frequently undervalued as a resource by workers, managers and sourcing companies alike. Nevertheless, examples were cited where trade unions have helped women use their collective power to achieve positive change.

**Box 2: Working together to transform the systemic causes of gender inequality at work\textsuperscript{30}**

The Salvadorean Coalition for Decent Work for Women (CEDM) brings together women’s organizations and trade unions to achieve a decent wage and working conditions for women in El Salvador. Many women report discrimination, including being fired for being pregnant, and problems accessing childcare. Women’s organizations in the coalition worked together to lobby for a change in national law, with the support of the Maquila Solidarity Network (MSN).\textsuperscript{31} Their efforts are likely to have contributed to the government of El Salvador introducing new legislation in 2018 to define employers’ responsibility to provide childcare at work.

Experts concluded that since women tend to face more barriers than men, it is more likely that women workers will find a way to be heard when companies take a range of actions and promote a variety of different grievance channels.\textsuperscript{32}

### 3. PREVENT RETALIATION AND VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Since the quality of trust and dialogue can make or break women-only safe spaces, companies need to ensure that the necessary quality threshold is met. Experts frequently mentioned that retaliation can be one (destructive) indicator that women are genuinely speaking out and challenging social norms. Retaliation may be perpetrated directly or covertly. One example highlighted by experts was from the Garment and Fashion Workers Union (GAFWU), one of several Indian trade unions claiming that false sexual harassment charges had been made to defame men who championed women in the workplace.

Status quo power dynamics must be challenged to achieve gender equality, which inevitably means challenging current attitudes and practices. Retaliation happens in contexts where high levels of violence against women are considered acceptable. This violence can ‘negatively affect women’s physical, mental, sexual, and reproductive health’\textsuperscript{33} and have serious implications for women’s ability to earn a living or to feel confident that they can speak out without repercussions.
Companies seeking to transform negative power dynamics so that women and men can fulfil their potential at work need to identify, mitigate and challenge retaliation and violence in timely, fair and transparent ways, and to ensure cases are resolved. Oxfam uses a survivor-centred approach\textsuperscript{34} in these situations.

Although controversial, there is increasing evidence that well-facilitated separate spaces for men can also play a vital role in enabling women’s representation.\textsuperscript{35} Men-only safe spaces can enable men to open up about the burden of providing a household income, suffering from addiction and dealing with anger or abuse. This can lead to discussions about solutions. Understanding what leads perpetrators to threaten/intimidate/assault women at work and at home (debt and excessive overtime are frequently reported triggers) – and supporting them to address these issues – can be transformative.\textsuperscript{36}

Providing ‘active bystander’ training\textsuperscript{37} on challenging unacceptable behaviour, and aligning performance incentives with applying the training, is another practical step that companies can take, alongside signposting to local resources.

**Box 3: What to avoid – the case of Prevention of Sexual Harassment Committees in India**

Although India is the only Asian garment-producing country with a law to prevent sexual harassment in the workplace,\textsuperscript{38} experts told Oxfam that the worker committees this law requires have so far been ineffective and that women workers have reported to them that:

- Site management decide which workers can be representatives on these committees and may also control the agenda, meaning committees are not independent or confidential.
- Women don’t feel safe reporting to these committees, and some have experienced retaliation.
- Women members of the committees say they themselves are being sexually harassed, and feel it is too risky to complain.

### 4. COMMIT TO ACHIEVING GENDER EQUALITY, AND REFLECT THIS IN PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES

For women in insecure or unpredictable work, particularly migrant workers or those with additional ‘protected characteristics’\textsuperscript{39} such as age, disability or pregnancy, the intersection of multiple barriers to decent work and higher-paid jobs can seem insurmountable. Positive discrimination is thus required. Preferential terms and access to opportunities can help women overcome the often-hidden norms and practices which result in discrimination against them.

Experts reported that treating all workers ‘equally’ in a world where women do not have equal power is perpetuating inequality.
Another theme arising was the need for clear board and senior management commitment to achieving gender equality, with integrated performance incentives across the business and business rewards in its supply chain. Oxfam’s feminist principles outline behaviours that support the development of gender equality at work, and Unilever aims to challenge harmful stereotypes to unlock women’s potential. Other ideas from experts included: paying equal wages for equal work; providing training on gender sensitization, unconscious bias and being an active bystander; and incentivizing staff whose actions help to level the playing field between women and men.

5. ENSURE FAIR, TRANSPARENT, GENDER-AWARE RECRUITMENT AND PROMOTION

Experts told us that women’s access to work is strengthened by fair, transparent and gender-aware recruitment, promotion, training, mentoring and sponsorship criteria. Due to their disproportionate responsibility for unpaid work in the home, women are less likely than men to access this support, but are more likely to access opportunities available during normal working hours (when there is no loss of pay).

Companies can source from businesses that demonstrate commitment to gender equality and use hiring practices, skill development and promotion decisions that are gender-aware and mitigate against unconscious bias. It is challenging to ensure that job profiles encourage women and men with the same skills and competences to apply. Research has found that women tend only to apply if they meet 100% of job criteria whereas men tend to apply even if they only meet 60%, and women systematically under-represent their performance compared with men who perform at the same level. One theory for this is that social norms mean women are criticized for excessive self-promotion, and therefore self-censor. Experts reported that women benefit from mentoring and sponsorship that helps transform how they represent themselves and their abilities. Unfortunately, there is also evidence that senior-level women who champion younger women are themselves more likely to get negative performance reviews, and that men are 46% more likely to have a higher-ranking advocate in the office.

In many locations, there are additional social and/or cultural barriers to women progressing at work. For example, Oxfam’s research in India found that women believe that they will be expected to treat others harshly if they become a manager; and unmarried women in particular may need assurance that their reputation will remain intact if they accept a promotion. Ensuring that the criteria for selection and progression are both fair and transparent can help to address those concerns, alongside clear public messaging in workers’ communities that the employer has a zero-tolerance approach to sexual coercion in its selection processes.
6. COLLECT DATA, SHARE LEARNING AND APPLY LEARNING IN PRACTICE

Companies can collect disaggregated workforce data\textsuperscript{46} and use it to understand and respond appropriately to the different circumstances of women and men, with the aim of achieving gender equality. They can report publicly on progress towards gender equality over time, outlining the costs and benefits of that progress across their highest-risk business and supply chain operations.\textsuperscript{47}

7. TAKE STEPS TO PROVIDE SECURE AND FLEXIBLE WORK

Experts highlighted that workers are more likely to risk speaking out if their income is secure. Women tend to consider their work secure if their income is predictable, guaranteed over the long term, or if they can easily move to a different employer. Those who earn a living wage/income\textsuperscript{48} are also more likely to feel safe speaking out.

A female agency worker in a UK food factory told Oxfam researchers:

‘My problem is, why no permanent contract with the company? I really want permanent; I have family and kids. But I don’t know the criteria – some people get [their days] cancelled and others not. They don’t give you minimum hours, so you don’t know how much you will earn each week. And if you call in sick, they give you two cancelled days afterwards to punish you.’\textsuperscript{49}

To mitigate the exploitation of third-party workers, recruiters and employers can adopt the ‘employer pays principle’,\textsuperscript{50} so that no worker pays to access a job. This can help women to access decent work.

Experts reported that employers typically overlook options to provide the flexibility that would help women fit work around their responsibilities at home, despite the fact that this flexibility is frequently available to managers. For women in many cultures, working from home remains the most realistic option to achieve economic independence. The ILO Home Work Convention states that homeworkers should have the same rights as other workers, but this is often ignored by companies and governments alike.\textsuperscript{51}

Homeworkers Worldwide and the Ethical Trading Initiative have produced model homeworker policies, which a growing number of companies are using to make visible – and improve – the pay and conditions of homeworkers.\textsuperscript{52} These can help companies consider how to engage women working from their homes and ensure that the flexibility
of homeworking is not accompanied by precarious employment or exploitation.

**Box 4: The Coalition of Immokalee Workers’ Fair Food Program**

This case was the most widely cited by experts. The Coalition of Immokalee Workers started in 2001 and set up the Fair Food Program (FFP), which now benefits about 35,000 tomato labourers, primarily in Florida. Since 2005, company members of the FFP have agreed to pay 1–4 cents more per pound of tomatoes. In turn, the growers have agreed to pay farmworkers at least the local minimum wage, to which the FFP premium adds a bonus, and to meet a set of labour standards (such as providing shade and water for workers, and ensuring freedom from physical and sexual abuse). Agreements are legally binding. Growers found to have violated FFP’s code of conduct can lose access to buyers.

In 2019, it was estimated that 20 to 25% of all US tomatoes are now purchased from growers that take part in the FFP. There are independent reports that these workers now enjoy some of the highest labour standards in American agriculture. The FFP claims that 100% of workers are now directly employed and that 2,200 complaints have been resolved, free from retaliation, since 2011. Women have particularly benefitted from the reduction in harassment and elimination of sexual assault and modern slavery.

The FFP’s success factors include:

- FFP auditors interview at least half the workers on each farm – often hundreds of them – which is far more than conventional auditors typically interview.
- All new workers must be shown a video outlining their labour rights.
- The coalition must be allowed to provide education sessions for workers at least once per season.
- Workers are urged to report abuses to a 24-hour hotline, which is monitored by an independent council that investigates the complaints.

2 Oxfam identified and approached a range of experts. Some agreed to be interviewed and some referred us to others. The final 26 experts were: representatives of six corporates, three trade unions (national and international), two multi-stakeholder initiatives, one consultancy, one trust and nine NGOs; and four academics. In advance of each interview, Oxfam shared a summary of Oxfam’s global supply chain research findings. During each interview we asked experts the following questions:

From your experience:

1. Do you recognize the findings from Oxfam’s recent research into the experiences of factory workers in global supply chains? What do you think might be the top three underlying causes of these issues?

2. What do you think good looks like for low-paid female workers in global supply chains representing themselves effectively? Can you share any concrete examples? What are your top three ‘must-haves’ for effective low-paid women’s representation?

3. What do you think good looks like to encourage women’s progression from factory floor workers into higher-paid/supervisory/management roles? What could women who have progressed do more of to support the progression of other women? Can you share three concrete examples?
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36 The World Health Organization reports that: ‘Men are more likely to perpetrate violence if they have low education, a history of child maltreatment, exposure to domestic violence against their mothers, harmful use of alcohol, unequal gender norms including attitudes accepting of violence, and a sense of entitlement over women.’ WHO. (2017). Violence against women. Op. cit.

37 For example, Imperial College London provides active bystander training to staff and students: https://www.imperial.ac.uk/engineering/staff/human-resources/active-bystander/


39 The UK’s Equality Act 2010 defines nine ‘protected characteristics’ (i.e. it is against the law to discriminate against someone on the basis of these): age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/advice-and-guidance/your-rights-under-equality-act-2010.

The ILO defines the prohibited bases of discrimination in employment as: race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction, social origin, age, HIV status, disability, sexual orientation, workers with family responsibilities, trade union members or activities, or any ‘distinction, exclusion or preference… which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation’. https://www.ilo.org/empent/areas/business-helpdesk/faqs/WCMS_DOC_ENT_HLP_BDE_FAQ_EN/lang--en/index.htm#Q2
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46 For example, along the lines of the Workforce Disclosure Initiative’s Survey 2020. https://shareaction.org/workforce-disclosure-initiative/why-disclose-to-the-wdi/


48 Oxfam uses the definitions of a living wage and living income outlined by the Global Living Wage Coalition. https://www.globallivingwage.org/about/living-income/ and https://www.globallivingwage.org/about/what-is-a-living-wage/

49 Oxfam confidential interview with food factory worker.
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54 See http://www.fairfoodprogram.org/about-the-fair-food-program/
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